34. Replace the film stop pawls. If the pawls are defective, replace them with a late style single lever and new spring (see Parts List No. 5510).

35. Replace the top pawl spring.

36. Replace the bottom pawl spring (refer to Parts List No. 5510 if late style spring and single lever are used).

37. Replace the metering ratchet assembly and assembly screw (arrow 1), the hold-back pawl spring (arrow 2), and the washer (arrow 3).

38. Replace the hold-back pawl (arrow 1), and the adjusting nut and screw (arrow 2). Then hook the short leg of the spring on the hold-back pawl lug (arrow 3), and the long leg of the spring on the metering lever assembly (arrow 4).

39. Replace the eccentric lock lever and lever screw.